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OPINIONS
Editorial
Sexuality is now a factor in whether or not you can
be a foster parent or adopt a child. Yesterday the Texas
legislation overwhelmingly passed a bill banning gays
and bisexuals from serving as foster parents. It is now on
its way for approval by the Senate.
The initial debate was over letting "unmarried" people
adopt or be foster parents, but it wasn't long before
"unmarried" was replaced with "gay or bisexual."
Not only will this bill distract from the Child Protection
Bill, it will also take 100 percent of the responsibility of
foster home placement from Child Protection Services
and place it into the hands of private agencies.
First we don't allow same-sex couples to marry, and
now they may not be able to serve as foster parents? Just
because a couple isn't heterosexual doesn't mean they
won't make good parents.
Gays and bisexuals that apply to be foster parents will
be automatically rejected, and those that already are
foster parents will have the children removed. Up to
2,500 children may be affected by this.
Two years ago, a similar act was passed in Mississippi,
which banned gays from adopting children. Alabama also
banned gays from becoming foster parents, but the law
was deemed unconstitutional by a judge last December.
The issue appears to be more of a stronghold on what
is considered a typical an American family. But is
there really such a thing anymore? Fighting the tides of
change, in this case at least, may only prove to be the
basis for more discrimination. Some believe a girl needs
a mom, and a boy needs a dad for proper development.
But is trying to preserve tradition really worth depriving
a child of having two parents who would support him or
her?
It's already been shown that there aren't enough
couples in general that look to adopt children. Why
should we take a child's opportunity to have a family
from them?
People may argue that a child raised by homosexual
parents won't be aware of a "normal" relationship,
but having gay parents doesn't mean they're shielded
from the world any more than a child with heterosexual
parents.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries re-
flect THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
Activities should focus on commuters
Katie Musselman
StaffColumnist
The second week into classes I
found myself in boring homework
nothingness, and consequently de-
cided to fill out the 33-page State
of the Student survey in my e-mail
inbox, they indicated prizes were
included. The subjects covered in-
cluded, but were not limited to the
following: the need for the library
and Connolly Center renovation,
food service satisfaction and most
importantly, campus life questions.
When it came to campus life and
student activities, there was quite a
bit to be said.
While answering this survey it
occurred to me that although I may
have attended an assortment of
activities sponsored by SU during
the past two years, only two were
enjoyable enough to mention or
to return to. Namely Fall Ball and
Quadstock.
As for the rest of the activities
such as study break, late night,
movie nights or coffee house, I'm
satisfied with going three blocks
off campus and renting a movie of
my choice that I can watch on my
own couch andkeep for seven days.
No assistance needed from student
events and activities.
Events such as Movie Night,
Late Night, Study Break and Coffee
House appeal to only on campus
students, and a small amount therein.
It is highly doubtful that a commuter
student is going to come all the way
to campus, even if it is from the
apartments across the street from
campus, to take part in any of these
activities. Events such as Fall Ball
and Quadstock, however, appeal to
the entire student body.
Commuter students represent
the majority of the population as
SU. Therefore, the appropriation
of funds as well as the selection of
activities should reflect a campus
life that caters to bringing together
not only on-campus residents but
off-campus as well. Activities such
as Quadstock and Fall Ball have the
potential to both increase in size and
quality alone due to the increase of
enrollment each year. In short, to
keep up with the expansion of the
school, the activities offered need
to be reinvented or updated from
the status-quo. Eliminate the fund-
ing that goes to activities that only
appeal to on-campus residents, and
that experiencepathetically low turn
out, and channel it into getting better
bands for Quadstock or improving
Fall Ball.
As a high school senior taking my
campus tour, Quadstock was made
to sound like the largest draw at SU
in terms ofschool organized fun. As
it turns out, that statement is entirely
true. Last year, for example, students
started celebrating Quadstock a
week before the event. It is impor-
tant both for current students and
prospective students to continue to
making Quadstock something to be
excited about. Simply put, increase
funding for the events, such as
Quadstock, which fuel our school's
social scene.
The overall selection ofactivities
could be improved upon as well.
New activities and events during
winter quarter, the least exciting
quarter, such as a ski bus or school
organized trips to Whistler, Canada,
would instantly update the lame
status of that time of year.
Seattle in and of itself is a mecca
of concerts and sporting events to
which SU could provide transpor-
tation, tickets, or both. Allocating
funding into a few select activities
that exceed the excitement of cof-
feehouse, for example, would not
only be more efficient in spending
but would also create a better cam-
pus life for SU.
While I am not sure how or if the
school will take into consideration
my comments on the State of the
Student survey, over all, the ap-
propriation of funding ought to be
reconsidered as well as the activities
and events the university sponsors.
While many students will agree that
it isup to each individual to seek out
and find fun things to do, there are
often obstacles such as transporta-
tion or funding that come into play.
With the help of the university in
organizing events, it can make go-
ing to the mountain without a car
or going to a concert outside of the
downtown area feasible. With the
redistribution offunding for campus
activities comes the opportunity to
create a campus community that is
more dynamic and appealing to the
entire student body.
Katie Mussleman is a junior
journalism major. Sendfeedback
and comments to Katie at
musselma@seattleu.edu
Letter to the Editor
CelebratingAcademic
Freedom: A Personal
View
These are solely the views of
MaraAdelman, Ph.D. and
should not be misinterpreted as
an official statement by executive
administration officialsfrom
Seattle University
On Apr. 16, the Seattle Post-
Intelligencer published an article
entitled, "Jesuit school blasted
over speaker." Apparently, the
president of the Cardinal New-
man Society is "lashing out at
Seattle University for picking
former Gov. Gary Locke to de-
liver this year's commencement
speech," because Locke supports
issues that conflict with Catholic
church doctrine (e.g. the article
identifies these as abortion rights,
same-sex partner benefits).
As momentum builds for a
faith-based only education, cur-
riculum, academic hiring and
programming, this attack on
Locke and SU represents an
ever-growing attack on aca-
demic freedom. Although I am
not religious, I believe in sacred
spaces. For me, the academy
is a sacred space. It's a place
where our beliefs, assumptions,
attitudes are challenged, debated
and examined - without fear of
reprisals. A place where critical
thinking replaces complacency
and blind faith. A place where
divergent views are celebrated,
however troubling.
As an undergraduate at UCLA
during the 60s, I took a course
entitled, "Racism in America."
During a class discussion, a
young African-American stu-
dent challenged the teacher and
students about the so called "lib-
eral" west coast. He spoke with
passion about life in Louisiana,
where he understood racism - it
was overt, thus easier to chal-
lenge. But in Los Angeles, he
found it covert, deceptive and
very painful. After he gave us
several examples, the class be-
came hushed and humbled. I
left the class very disturbed at
the silent depth of racism, even
in my own life. I never forgot
this class. Today, I wonder if we
could have a similar examination
of religion in public and private
life.
Challenges to academic free-
dom abound; some are subtle,
others overt. As pressures mount
for narrowly defined religious
education, I wonder if I or many
other faculty would pass the
"litmus" test to teach at a faith-
based university, even liberal
ones like Seattle University.
When I interviewed for the posi-
tion here, I asked to speak with
a group of faculty who would
be candid about SU. My first
question was, "Could a single,
Jewish feminist be happy here?"
In quick wit, Dr. Susan Seeker
replied, "What would you like
to know first - Single? Jewish?
Or Feminist?" I'd like to think
that the candor and support from
those faculty members is still vi-
brant today; particularly for new
faculty hires.
However, I cannot help but
wonder if I would be hired at
SU today. Granted, President
Sundborg represents the true
spirit of academic freedom (e.g.
support for controversial Aca-
demic Salons, allowance for the
performance of The Vagina
Monologues, etc.); even in the
face of strong outside resistance.
Current and future religious
climate in mainstream America
does not bode well for academic
freedom.
Quite possibly it will impact
whom we hire. Regardless of the
answer of whether I would be
hired today, I am saddened that
I find myself asking the question.
After all, next to Gov. Locke, I
feel like a closeted radical.
Respectfully submitted,
MaraAdelman, Ph.D.
Communication Department
Seattle University
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Garfield High takes a stand against recruiters
Lauren Padgett
StaffColumnist
Is war the only way out ofpoverty? That is the message that
military recruiters are sending tohigh school seniors. As aresult,
Garfield High School's Parent, Teacher, Student Association is
currently trying to ban military recruiters from its campus.
The recruiters actively pursue these students in hopes ofper-
suading them to join the military upon graduation.
This is disturbing because not only are 18-year-olds being
recruited to ship off to Iraq, they are being tricked into doing so
throughmisleading information.Narrowing inon impoverished,
inner-city youth, these militaryrecruiters promise college money
and a successful career in a field that discourages advancement
ofanyone ofdiversity.
Recruiters lure students into thinking the military is the most
profitable and perhaps only option upon high school graduation.
The Pentagon spends nearly $2 billion a year on recruitment,
and these public schools are essentially forced to cooperate so
they don't lose necessary funding, which is greatly needed in
low-income areas.
Public high schools are required by federal law to allow mili-
tary recruiters, but can opt to not allow them on campus. If these
recruiters are not welcome on campus, the school wouldnot be
able to allow any other vocational or college recruitments.
This is seriously damaging to children enrolled in the public
school system, because they would notbe able to explore positive
life options upongraduation. So it seems the Armycommercials,
glossy brochuresand promises ofcollege money luremanyyouth,
into grabbing a gun and joiningrank.
This April, GarfieldHigh School had enough. Garfield'sPTSA
claims the recruiters call students at home, aggressively pursue
the teens and even have shown up at their doorstep. Recruiters
have been accused of giving students misleading information
in order to meet a quota. The PTSA also went on to say that
prevalent homophobia, sexism and racism in themilitary, as well
as the morality of the war in Iraq are reason enough to not want
recruiters visiting them.
Military organizations target low-incomehigh schools where
students of color are dominant. For the fiscal year of2001 the
U.S. Department ofDefense stated that minority enlistment is
now at 37 percent, where it had been at less than 30 percent a
decade before.The government offers the theory thatpopulation
growth among minorities accounts for therise in recruitments,
but once enlisted, the issue seems to become more complicated.
While African-Americans account for 22 percent of enlisted
individuals only eight percent ofthem are officers.
In an interview with the Seattle newspaper Real Change,
Dustin Washington, an adult advisor for Rise One, a high school
and college anti-racism group, said "Recruiters aren't dumb...
they know the school systems are failing young people ofcolor.
And they know they have one of the few things to entice these
students." After joining, Washington observed that many of the
young people he talked to were unaware of the dangerous and
difficult life they would encounter. "The students are then sent
to kill other poor people ofcolor," he stated.
Is this true?DoAmerican recruiters focus their interest on un-
der-privileged schools inhopes ofrecruiting whattheyconsider to
be front-line material in the war in Iraq? Garfieldseems to think
so. Interestingly, out of our 535 Congressmen, only four have
children enlisted in the military, and only one has a son in Iraq.
High school students shouldbe able toknow what theiroptions
are upon graduation. Whether they choose vocational school,
college or the military, students should be able to make a deci-
sion based on where their interests lay. It is not fairfor recruiters
to advocate the mentality that the military is the only path to
success. Although the option of military enlistment should be
talked about in schools, in no way should it be pushed on a high
school campus.
The PTSA's concern about what the military represents in
our culture is veryreal. Reports ofsexual assault among female
officers, the "don't ask, don't tell"mentality towards sexual ori-
entation and even more important, the reality of the war in Iraq
are all a part oflife in the military. Students have a right to know
about it, but it seems recruiters generally leave that out.
Our troopsneed allofour love andsupport while overseas, and
we needto support the high school seniors here athome about to
make life-changing decisions. If students decide to join the mili-
tary, they have the absolute right to know what they are signing
up for.The reality ofwar, ofkilling and destruction is not for the
weak, and not for an 18-year-oldfresh out ofhigh school.
Lauren Padgett is a freshmanpre-maj or. Sendfeedback
and comments to Lauren atpadgettl@seattleu.edu
ASSU gets shafted
by low student vote
Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor
Is thereanyone out there that thought
this year's ASSU elections seem to
come and go before anyone knew there
were campaigns being run? The only
reason I knew there was something
going on was the e-mail sent out to
all undergrade linking students to the
voting site.
Now, according to some students in-
side ASSU, the elections were tainted,
claiming that there were two sets of
election by-laws that didn't match up.
Of course, just like any other recent
election, you have those who want a
recount. Then there are those that say
some candidates illegally campaigned;
tearing down campaign posters and ha-
rassing students in the dormitories.
Are you kidding me? Have our
students stooped so low as to act like
juvenile delinquents and presume that
people are actually going to vote for
them?
How about student involvement in
the elections? Voting statistics for the
ASSU elections have never shown
more than one-thirdof the campus vot-
ing for the student government. Only
about 900 students voted this year, an
increase from last year, but still pa-
thetic. Decisions had to be made here at
the newspaper as to whether we would
cover the elections or not, considering
the small amount of students who are
really interested.
Maybe it is a question ofknowing ex-
actly whatASSU does. Some would say
they haven't seen what this year's staff
has done. There has to be something,
but exactly what is still a question.
The 2004-2005 staff helped lower
the cost of books in the bookstore by
coordinating withprofessors, received
funding for the informational kiosk
plasma screens and helped Campus
Public Safety create the Nighthawk
escort security patrol. These were high
visibility items that were procured by
the 2003-2004 ASSU staff.
Taking a simple poll in my house, I
found that out of the four of us, all of
which are full-time students, I was the
only one who voted. Then to make it
even worse, since we live off-campus,
my three roommates didn't even know
the elections were going on until that
infamous email went out.
They didn't vote, they say, because
they didn't know the candidates and
they just didn't care. If ASSU wants
students to vote, they'll need to figure
out how they can better inform the
students of the things they accomplish
during the year.
The funny thing about this whole
thing is the student turnout. Just six
months ago, slogans across campus ad-
vocated the importance in the Novem-
ber elections.There were endorsement
signs for John Kerry, President George
W. Bush, Dino Rossi and Governor
Christine Gregoire. Even though the
election of a student government is
not at the same level as the federal and
state governments, the principle is the
same.
Whether you like it or not, ASSU is
a governing body that represents the
students. It is an insult to the organiza-
tion that students don't get involved.
How can we promote a better environ-
ment for students ifwe don't take part
in electing officials that best suit the
needs of the majority? Do you like
lower book prices? I sure do and if it
wasn't for the leadership of the ASSU
government, we'd still be paying two
arms and a leg for books.
So it's too late nowto really take part
in restructuring our government, the
winners were announced last Friday.
For the 900 or so students that voted,
I commend you for taking part in your
student government. For those of you
who didn't vote, just remember, next
year you can't complain about ASSU
failing at their job or not doing enough,
because you didn't take five minutes out
of your day to take the time to vote.
Kevin Curley is a seniorjournalism
major. Sendfeedbackand comments
to Kevin at curleyk@seattleu.edu
Letter to the Editor
Student challenges validity of ASSU elections
Dear Editor,
Though I think student election on our campus
is a sad affair from beginning to end, I saw a tent
sign on C-Street tables that evokedsome powerful
emotions and thoughts
The sign in question had the picture of three
current ASSU executive members and in writ-
ing it says "if it ain't broken, why fix it?" Well
it is broken, and badly so. While I have nothing
against those three individuals, and I think they
are good and decentpeople, I think the way they
have been running ASSU is not the best they
could offer.
The first thing that jumpsat me was whoknew
when the election was and who decided on it.
Those who claim that it is not broken decided, or
had a hand in deciding, when the election should
be held in order to fit their schedules giving them
the advantageofrunning a decentcampaign while
no other personhad the time to do so.
Second, what has ASSU, undertheir leadership,
done to the studentbody so far; nothing above the
minimal. Bon Appetit israising thefood cost, and
what have they done so far? NOTHING.
Third, after monitoring their appropriation
process and who gets awarded money, I, along
with other concerned students, truly believe that
it is biased to the clubs they [ASSU] are friends
with. Why do certainclubs continue to get close to
fullfunding, while the Philosophy Club couldn't
get a few hundred dollars for a great seminar
they were putting on? Another committee had
to intervene in order for The Philosophy Club to
get money for their event; Joe gets credit for his
efforts in pressuring ASSU to provide funding to
the Philosophy Club.
Fourth, the use of the e-mail listusedbyASSU
president needs to be looked at closely and re-
formed. One of the many misuses that struck a
nerve was the email regarding the reinstatement
of Dannette Sullivan. While it is their right to
protest the school's action and work on bringing
her back, the use of that e-mail list was inap-
propriate.
Though the results are not out yet [letter written
before results were released], it is a fair bet that
our liberal students reelected a guy with a Dino
Rossi sign in his office window. I fully recognize
that this is not a national election, but why did
we elect someone with whom most of us don't
share the same values, not only that but these
disagreements and differences are at the core of
the political and cultural divide of this nation.
I certainly hope that they do abetter job in then-
next year in office and get better guidance and
assistance from the staff. I wouldalso like for SU
to start engaging our students in theworldaround
them, so that theASSU election is not about the
person with the best campaign sign, but the can-
didate with a clear and precise plan.
Zaher Hulay
Current SU student
The Spectator
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of Pope Benedict XVI?
E-mail your comments to curleyk@seattleu.edu
NEWS
Campaign violations mar elections
Austin Burton
StaffWriter
Yesterday, winning candidates were af-
firmed in the Associated Students of Seattle
University spring elections. For some, the
affirmations put an official end to a cam-
paign period marred by several violations
of election bylaws and ultimately, saw one
candidate disqualified in his bid for an up-
per-level position.
On Apr. 13, two days into ASSU's three-
day votingperiod, Executive Vice Presidential
Candidate Taylor Choyce, a sophomore, was
disqualified from the elections. According to
ASSU documents that were also posted on the
group's website, Choyce had been involved
in four breaches ofelection bylaws.
In a writtenstatement used inChoyce's ap-
peal of the disqualification, ASSU Secretary
of Elections Scott Phillips, a senior, said the
first violation occurred before campaigning
began. Choyce and Presidential Candidate
Hans Esterhuizen, a junior, allegedly posted
their website online before the campaign
period officially began. For that, Choyce
and Esterhuizen were stripped of one day of
campaigning.
Choyce toldThe Spectator that this alleged
violation was actually a result of a flyer that
was posted one day before the campaign pe-
riod began. He said that a Resident Advisor
hadput up theflyer too early, but the incident
was out of his control since he had already
told the RA when it was acceptable to post
the flyer.
The next violation stemmed from an
altercation that took place in the late-night
hours ofApr. 8 between Choyce and Aaron
Yoon, acandidate for sophomore class repre-
sentative. The incident began when Choyce
said he was told that Yoon was defacing his
sidewalk chalk advertisements. Choyce told
the Elections Commission thathe confronted
Yoon and took pictures to gather evidence of
the defacing. Yoon said that when he asked
Choyce to stop taking the pictures, Choyce
told him to "come up to me and do something
about it."
Yoon denied defacing the ads, but accord-
ing to ASSU documents, one of the photos
showsYoon apparently chalking over one of
theChoyce/Esterhuizen ads. Choyce was also
accused oftrying to intimidateYoon.
"I can assure you that I did not attempt to
intimidate [Yoon], butI am 6-foot-6.. .he is 5-
foot-2.1can understandifhewas intimidated,
but that is out ofmy control," Choyce said.
From that incident, the Elections Commis-
sion - Phillips and Commissioners Aaron
Thurman, AliciaKephart and MichaelLeigh
- banned Yoon, Choyce and Esterhuizen
from further use of sidewalk chalk in their
campaigns, deeming their actions "in poor
taste." Choyceand Esterhuizen's punishment
came from the commission's determination
that their goal was to cover as much ground
space as possible to prevent other candidates
from creating sidewalk chalk ads.
"As far as the monopolizing of the side-
walks, not only is that not breaking any of
the election bylaws, but it is also absolutely
ridiculous," Choyce said. "It was obvious
that my sidewalk chalk was not covering all
of the sidewalks."
On Apr. 11, the commission received
complaints from incumbentASSU President
Joseph Nguyen - a junior who was up for
re-election - and International Representa-
tive Candidate Hanisha Shewakramani, a
sophomore. The two complained that Choyce
and Esterhuizen had been posting business
cards on resident room doors and slipping
cards under doors in Campion and Bellar-
mine Hall. Both acts violate Housing and
Residence Life Association rules, as well as
election bylaws.
Choyce and Esterhuizen denied the charg-
es. Choyce told The Spectator that it is "very
likely" that one of his friends might have
posted the business cards, but had he known
anyone had planned such an act, "I would
have made sure they didn't."
Since candidates are responsible for the
actions of their supporters, Choyce and
Esterhuizen were found in violation. Both
candidates were stripped of advertising
privileges, told to remove all smaller post-
ers and signs around campus and restricted
to publicizing their campaign only via their
website and "word of mouth," according to
ASSU documents.Esterhuizencomplied with
the ruling. After telling the commission he
could not meet their initialdeadlineto remove
the signs, Choyce was given a 12-hourexten-
sion. He was also given the option to leave
his larger posters up, albeit covered, pending
his planned appeal.
At 10:45a.m. on Apr. 13, forty-five minutes
after the extended deadline, Thurman and
Phillips went to verify Choyce's compliance.
At that time they found five signs - one in the
Murphy Apartments, one in Campion Hall
and three in the Piggott Building - that were
in violation.
When confronted with photographic evi-
dence ofthe signs, Choyce, according to Phil-
lips, suggested that someone else may have
put up the posters to get him in trouble.
Choyce said that not only was the deadline
he was given "insufficient," but that it was
impossible for him to locate and tear down
every flyer and poster.
"The problem I had was not knowing all
the spots my flyers were hung. Over the week
ofcampaigning, almost all ofmy flyers were
torn down. I replaced a lot of them, but did
not know where they were still posted and
where they were not," Choyce said. "Scott
Phillips...informed me that he found some
ofmy flyers posted in places I never posted
them. When I went to those spots, I noticed
that those flyers had been torn down from a
different location and reposted where they
were."
The election commission decided to dis-
qualify Choyce as a candidate. His appeal
was denied.
Complaints were levied against other
candidates throughout the campaign period.
Choyce filed complaints against Yoon and
At-Large Representative candidate Zach
Waud, saying they defaced or tore down
several ofhis posters. Those complaints were
investigated byASSU but were dropped due
to lack of evidence.
Choyce filed another complaint that his
competition for executiveVP, Daniel Strick-
land, made a harassing phone call regarding
Choyce's altercation with Yoon. The com-
plaint was investigated, according to Phillips,
but it was determined that the phone callwas
not ofa harassing nature.
"The competition has been pretty fierce
this year," said Phillips, who is in his second
term as secretary ofelections. "People have
been taking it a little too much to heart. It's
been really getting personal."
Phillips added that some actions by candi-
dates have been malicious to a degree.
"The problem was a respect issue. It was
gettingridiculous," he said.
Choyce expressed his displeasure with the
entireprocess.
"I am not upset about the events that hap-
pened to me over the elections process, but
I am highly disappointed with not only the
election officials, but also those who advise
them," he said. "Like our nation's andstate's
elections processes, I feel that our university's
must be examinedand restructured in a way
that bias feelings on officials' behalf cannot
corrupt how we elect our government. Be-
cause ofall the complaints and appeals I had
to deal withthroughout the elections process,
I had very little time to actually go out and
campaign. This was very unfortunate."
Despite the disqualification, Choyce's
name did remain on the ballot during vot-
ing, which ended with Choyce 341 votes
behind Strickland, almost a 2.5-to-l ratio.
Esterhuizen lost by 419 votes to Nguyen, a
3-to-1 ratio. Yoon, Waud and Shewakramani
all won their elections.
Phillips said the elections commission
plans to revise some of the bylaws for next
year, including specific rules regarding side-
walk chalkand others to specifically address
some of the issues that came up this spring.
Associated
Students of
Seattle
University
Election Results:
President
Joe Nguyen* 624
Hans Esterhuizen 205
Executive Vice President
Daniel Strickland* 570
Taylor Choyce (disqualified) 229
Vice President of Finance
Duong Truong* 711
Vice President of StudentAffairs
Rebecca Balyeat* 355
Christa Homes 339
At-Large Representative
Zach Waud* 409
Justin Sauvageau 290
Athletic Representative
Jonathan Quackenbush* 597
Commuter Representative
Lamia Haddadi (stepped down) 305
Gustavo Brown* 294
International Representative
Hanisha Shewakramani* 584
Junior Representative
Lauren Silva* 319
Liam Keys 165
Jakub Micholowski 156
Minority Representative
Joseph Seia* . 620
Non-Traditional Representative
Daniel Andrews* 592
Resident Representative
Madeline Vitek* 425
Gordon Smith 266
Senior Representative
Tommy Howard* 339
VietTran 338
Sophomore Representative
Aaron Yoon* 500
Eddie Feeley 260
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$35 million Connolly project
to begin - in five years
Megan Peter
Pictured (right) is a computer-generated im-
age of the new Conolly Center entrance and
(above) the plan for the first floor of Connolly.
A modern 10-lane swimming pool and a rock
climbing facility are just a few projects in store
for the Connolly Center in about five years.
Staff Writer
A $35 million project for the Connolly
Center has recently been approved by the
board oftrustees. This renovation project
entails redesigning the Connolly Center,
both inside and out.
"The face of the building will be strik-
ing. It will be modernized, spacious and
more inviting. An additional court will
be added and the South Court's surface
will be refurbished to allow for greater
use. The North Courtwill have a separate
entry, a more spacious and fan-friendly
area for concessions, tickets and mingling
and ahall offame/trophy area," explained
Wendy Guthrie, directorof athletics.
The Connolly Center's two pools will
be replaced by one new aquatic center,
which will include a 10-lane pool and a
larger area for the stands and spectators.
The recreational fitness area will also be
expanded,with an indoortrack on the sec-
ond floor, overlooking the aquatic center
and astro gym.
Besides completely redesigning the
Connolly Center, other planned renova-
tions include improving parts ofthe center
that already exist, such as fixing the light-
ing and flooring in the existing basketball
courts and adding new machines to the
weight room. Using the regular Con-
nolly Centerbudget to make these smaller
renovations will lower the end costof the
bigger project.
"There is no question in our mind that
Connolly Center is completely inadequate
as it relates to some of those issues [the
weight room]. We have put more money
into the budget for next year that will up-
grade machines," commentedTim Leary,
Vice President of Student Development.
group that worked on
the Law School and
the St. Ignatius Cha-
pel, will team up with
Sports Management,
the number one builder of recreational
centers in the country, to complete the
Connolly Center renovations.
Although the cost of the renovations
will be around $35 million, the university
plans on raising around$20-25 million for
the next five years through donations.The
remaining money will be secured through
bonds and other lending alternatives.
"Our intention is to raise the majority
of this through our donor base, which is
to say that it is not a tuitionbased kind of
thing... We don't want this to be a major
burden as it relates to the tuition.So what
we are trying to do is minimize that piece
and raise the vast majority ofthis through
iitions
from friends of the university,"
ained Leary.
yen though the new Connolly Center
hich is not due for at least another
years - will probably provide a more
lern and friendly atmosphere, some
tight still see drawbacks.
"There probably are some that might
»'you had two pools before and nowhave one.' That's true, what we've
designed is a state of the art intercollegiate
space that you could hold national and
regional meets in," stated Leary.
According to Leary, future users of the
Connolly Center will not even have to
worry about the Connolly closing once
construction starts. While thebuilding will
be under construction for approximately
12 to 16months, builders anticipate that it
will still be accessible during that time.
A part of this goal of expanding the
Connolly Center is not only to keep the
building up-to-date, but to also make it
feel more like a part of the campus - not
a separate entity. One of the ways that the
university is doing this is by taking what
is now a parking lot on Cherry Street be-
tween 12thand 13thAvenue and making
it into some sort of student housing. The
university is also going to be working
on putting up banners and getting better
lighting on the street that leads to the Con-
nolly Center.
Ultimately the new building will be
more than just a place for students and
faculty to work out at.
"We're designing it in ways so that
students, whether they work out or not,
can go down and hang out there. There
will be opportunities there for them to con-
verse with friends, study, grab something
healthy to eat or drink," stated Leary.
Guthrie echoed Leary's sentiments
about the new building and also sees it
as a great opportunity for the Athletics
Department.
"From the athletics perspective, it will
be a tremendous asset for recruiting pre-
mier student-athletes, hosting more
fan-friendly home athletic events and
provide opportunities for the Athletics
Department to reach a new level," she
commented. "This is a significant win for
the university."
Pictures submitted by Tim Leary
New pope
chosen
Trisha Leonard
Cardinal Joseph
Ratzinger, who
now goes as
Benedict XVI, was
chosen as the new
Pope on Tuesday.
Editor-in-Chief
Last Tuesday thousands
gathered at the Vatican
in St. Peter's Square to
await the election of the
265th pontiff.
At 6:04 p.m., white
smoke billowed from
atop the Sistine Chapel
and bells rung, signifying
that a new Pope had been
chosen.
Cardinal Joseph Ratz-
inger, a 78-year-old Ger-
man who refers to himself
as "a simple, humble
worker," was introduced
by Cardinal JorgeArturo
Medina Estevez of Chile
as the 265th Pontiff. He
was elected after justtwo
days of conclave.
Ratzinger, who chose
the name Benedict XVI,
is the oldest Pope to be
elected since Clement
XII. Clement XII was
three months older than
Ratzinger at the time of
his election in 1730.
Pope Benedict XVI is
also the first German pope
inmore than 900years. The
last was Victor 11,bishop of
Eichstatt in 1055.
Having held the posi-
tion of chief theological
adviser for 20 years under
John Paul 11, Benedict
XVI served as one of the
most powerful men in the
Vatican.
Benedict XVI is al-
ready being referred to
as a "transitional" Pope.
This means that he isn't
expected to make any
drastic changes, such as
the stance on homosexu-
ality or birth control with-
in the Catholic Church
during his Papacy.
CNS/Nancy Wiechec
Professor speaks
on female labor
abuse of SE Asia
Bonnie Hsueb
Staff Writer
"Women's work is so
marginalized. Women are
very vulnerable through-
out the whole system,"
said professor Therese
Caouette to SU students
Apr. 14 at a salon.
Caouette, a professor
teaching Human Rights
in Asia for the Depart-
ment of Communica-
tion and Asian Studies
at Seattle University and
the University of Wash-
ington, has had more
than 20 years experience
working with refugees,
trafficked persons and
domestic workersprimar-
ily in Asia.
In this salon, she spoke
about the marginalization
and abuses of female la-
bor in Southeast Asia.
However, she stressed
that abuses of female
labor happen all around
the world, including the
United States.
"Whatever the type of
work [women] end up
doing, they often end up
in very abusive situations
because the whole set up
doesn't really accom-
modate theirrights," said
Caouette.
According to Caouette,
women's labor rights in
Asia are usually dimin-
ished by part time or
informal contracts, espe-
cially jobs like domestic
work, child caring, sex
work and home-based
factory work. These in-
formal and casual jobs
often are not government
regulated.
Many of these female
workers are not paid
above minimum wage
and some are not even
paid minimum wage;
nor do they have any
benefits.
"We tend to see these
[exploited] women only
as victims. People don't
realize these women are
the ones who are self-
confident and decide to
leave their hometowns
for a better life.. .Putting
them down as victims or
helping them return to
their village may not be
exactly what they want.
We should try to empow-
er their human rights and
labor rights, not just see
them as poor victims,"
Caouette commented.
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GENDERAWARENESS WEEKAPR 25-29
Triangle Club presents a week's worth of free fun and educational events. See flyers for dates and times
And be sure not to miss the grand finale, the big sha-bang....Friday, Apr. 29 from 8 to 10:30 p.m. Pigott
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY'S COMING OUT PARTY ~ A DRAG SHOW!
CultureJammers rock the scene
Amy Daybert
Unfashion show
predicted to be a hit
Managing Editor
They prefer the term "recycled"
instead of "used," enjoya little spec-
tacle every so often and are gearing
up for their last big event of the year
— the Unfashion show — which is
tonight at 7 p.m. Ultimately, the Cul-
tureJammer club, now in its second
quarter of existence at Seattle Uni-
versity, is on a mission to promote
what members of the club believe is
creative activism.
"We really justwant to get people
involved in causes that they believe
in through different activities that are
done creatively and that getpeople's
attention," Kylee Arnold, sophomore
psychology major said. "By doing it
in a fun way with events such as the
Unfashion show — where we'll have
crazy things going on, wild makeup
and little jabs at certain companies
— it keeps people interested while
still advising them about different
issues."
Jennifer Power, junior environ-
mental studies major and the self-
proclaimed "fearless leader" of the
CultureJammers, recognized a need
to focus on ways Americans can
work toward and promote sustain-
able life while reading Adbusters
Magazine. She organized a TV
smash for last year's official "Turn
offyour TV week," but continued to
entertain the idea of creating a club
until she met Alexandra Thierer,
freshman humanities major, at this
year's Take Back the Night event.
With Thierer's help and a call to
Adbusters to make sure that using
the term "CultureJammers" would
not be violating any copyright
laws, the club became official and
began thinking of ways to turn a
few heads.
"Spectacular, ridiculous things
get people's attention," Power said.
"Just get themto look at a spectacle
with a purpose and it doesn't take
much to get a point across, to make
people open their eyes and see."
Mike Numrich of Facilities Op-
erations, CultureJammerand activist
since he was a teenager, agrees with
Power.
"To see the youth coming out and
being energized, it's like I woke up
«Anevent such as the Unfash-iw] allows for a moment ofo spark your own search."
Club members hope the Unfash-
ion show tonight will provide some
entertainment while getting people
to think about their own fashion
To be held in a tent out-
side of the Student Center,
the Unfashion show will be
comprised of two parts. The
first half will offer a lampoon
fashion show that pokes fun
at popular brands. The second
halfwill promote eco-friendly,
Jriendly
and recycled
g from ten different
si readily admits that
3 enjoys creating little
that people who attend
eow will leave with a greaterstanding of how individualng and fashion choices can
be made with regard to sustainable
"When you buy [eco- and labor-
friendly or recycled] clothes you're
not making somebody work for
pennies an hour, you're not putting
pesticides into the system and you're
not using any more resources,"
Power said.
Buying products that are consid-
can be expensive and difficult to
come by, but the club has had little
difficulty working with reused or
recycled clothing. Unfashion show
models will be wearing clothes that
were donated by Value Village and
club members have received com-
ments and inquiries about shirts
with the slogan, "Love knows no
gender," that were worn by members
of CultureJammers, Triangle Club,
Coalition for Global Concern and
SU's Amnesty International chapter
as part of a Valentine's Day gay
marriage protest. People were also
interested in finding a shirt for them-
selves, so the club decided to make
more and sell them as a fundraiser
for the Unfashion show.
These recycled shirts and several
others displaying the slogans, "This
space not available for advertising,"
"Live in reality," and the Culture-
Jammer motto, "Subvert the domi-
nant paradigm," were sold for $5 last
week in the Student Center.
Tickets to the Unfashion show will
be $3 at the doorand are available for
$2 in advance at the CAC.
The Unfashion show is a part of
Earth Day celebrations and is also
hosted by Environmental Services.
CultureJammers meet every Tuesday
at 6 p.m. in Pigott 106. Additional
information about CultureJammers
can befound at www.students.seat-
tleu.edu/clubs/culturejammers
The CultureJammers, a
newly formed club this year,
pose for a group photo.
Photos by Amy Daybert
Katie Murphy (left), soph-
omore political science
major and Tristen Gardner
(right), freshman environ-
mental studies major sell
t-shirts and tickets for
today's Unfashion Show
Happy Earth Day
A briefhistory
John McConnell first intro-
duced the idea ofa global "Earth
Day" at a UNESCO conference
on the environment in 1969.
However, it wasn't until Sena-
tor Gaylord Nelson called his
environmental teach-in "Earth
Day" that it gained popular
support amongst the public in
January of 1970.
Nelson, former governor of
Wisconsin, felt environmental
issues were recognized by the
public, but not by those in the
political realm. He first an-
nounced that the movement
would start in 1970 during a
conference in Seattle. College
students across the nation came
out in support of the movement
the following year. This grass-
roots support turned the Earth
Day idea into a movement on
environmental concern.
On Apr. 22, 1970, the first
Earth Day was held, marking the
importance of a clean environ-
ment. In other countries, Earth
Day is typically celebrated in
late March, during the vernal
equinox, to mark the first day
of spring in the northern hemi-
sphere and the first day of fall
in the southern hemisphere.
Nelson proclaimed the third
week of April "Earth Week" in
the United States.
As a resultof this tremendous
support, the environment be-
came a concern on the political
level. Acts such as the Envi-
ronmental Protection Act, the
Clean Air Act, the Clean Water
Act and the Safe Drinking Water
Act all grew from the growing
concern of the public.
Recycling and making busi-
nesses liable for the damage
they do to the environment are
other concerns that have been
raised and addressed during the
past two decades.
Nelson was awarded the Presi-
dential Medal of Freedom in
1995 by President Clinton for
his efforts in making Earth Day a
nationally recognized holiday.
Informationfrom hup://en. wikipedia.
org/ wiki/Earth _Day
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Did your friend
win the national
pollka dancing
championship?
Is there scandal
involving money
appropriations for
your club?
if you dont tell us,
howWill We know?
Even if you don't want to
be a Spectator staffmem-
ber, we still value your
input. Let us know!
Email newstips@seattleu.
edu and give us the heads
up so we can better cover
campus news. Be sure to
include contact info, in case
we have any questions.
SU Earth Day Celebration TODAY!
Speakers, entertainment, earth-friendly vendors and
more! Live music on the second floor of the Student
Center beginning at 11:30 a.m. A film festival on the
first floor ofthe Student Center, near the fireplace,
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., and from 7to 9 p.m. check out
the UnFashion Show outside the Student Center.
Earth-friendly Conferences
Northwest Sustainability Conference 2005 Apr. 22-24, 2005
Fee: $50 for a three-day pass or $20 per day. This conference is in-
tended for anyone interested in creating a more ecologically sustainable
world. Sessions will be facilitated by regional experts emphasizing "ev-
eryday sustainability" for individuals, as well as best practices for busi-
ness, government and industry. Info? Call Rachel Smith 206.762.1976
or email rsmith@nweec.org
4th Annual Community-Based Solutions for Environmental
& Economic Justice Conference May 7 from 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
At UW, Magnuson Health Sciences Center, 1705 NE Pacific St, Seattle,
WA 98105 (Next to the University Medical Center). Workshops on
urban, rural and indigenous environmental and economic justice issues,
entertainment, and open group discussion. To register: download &
print registration form at www.ccej.org, Fee: $0-$55 sliding scale, pre-
register by April 29th, 2005 More info? call Yalonda Sinde, SU class of
1994 and 2000: (206) 720-0285, justice@ccej.org
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Grant allows
professor to
lead 'Coffee for
Justice'project
Julian Hunt
Staff Writer
After receiving a $200,000
grant, a Seattle University
chemistry professor will be
traveling to Nicaragua to dis-
tribute kits to impoverished
coffee farmers that help prevent
over-fermentation of beans.
Dr. Susan Jackels was award-
ed the National Science Foun-
dation Discovery Corps Senior
Fellowship grant to aid farmers
in the Matagalpa and Jinotega
regions of Nicaragua.
The Fellowship supports
an international collaborative
project to conduct service-
based research and activities
for coffee quality improvement
with Nicaraguan small-holder
coffee farmers.
More specifically, the fund-
ing will go to making 100 kits
that make reading the beans
during the fermentation pro-
cess easier, set up a lab at UCA
Managua, and send a Nicara-
guan student to SU next year.
Jackels, her husband and one
SU student will go at the end
of fall 2005, and come back
in the spring of 2006. The
student will receive credit via
the InternationalDevelopment
Internship Program.
The project, named "Coffee
for Justice," is aimed at provid-
ing farmers better means to
produce gourmet coffee in the
wake of the coffee crisis - the
term used to describe the over-
supply of coffee at record low
prices. Due to these factors,
many farmers have been driven
to subsistence living.
"The farm is operated by a
family, but the family will hire
pickers when they harvest the
beans. The wife gets up at 4
a.m. to make tortillas for the
pickers. But if the pickers eat,
it comes out of their wages,
roughly $2 a day," explained
Jackels.
She hopes that if farmers are
making more profit on their
coffee, the pickers may work
under better conditions and
receive more compensation.
Farmers in Nicaragua, as
well as other developing coun-
tries, make little to no profit for
selling "grocery-store grade"
coffee to buyers like Kraft,'
Procter and Gamble and Nes-
tle. Jackels sees producing
gourmet coffee as one solution
for individuals affected by the
coffee crisis.
According to Jackels, the
pointof the project is to "make
sure buyers and sellers are
more leveled."
Jackels became interested
in the state of coffee farming
whenassociates at the Univer-
sity of Central America Ma-
nagua, another Jesuit school,
suggested "there might be
something there."
In December 2004, Jackels
conducted experiments using
her coffee kit with the aid
of the Association for Rural
Agriculture Development and
Diversification. Four batches
of coffee were fermented at
different hourly intervals, and
were then cupped and tested by
certified tasters. Tasters found
that the least fermented cup was
gourmet quality, whereas the
others were commercial quality
or unacceptable.
Jackels compared the taste of
over-fermentedbeans to "coffee
that's been in the refrigerator
too long. We're doing fermenta-
tion all the time."
Jack Chacon, seniorbiochem-
istry major, went with Jackels in
2004. He was attracted to the
project for its immediate impact
in the lives of farmers.
"In my opinion, lofty ideals
are easy to lose sight of in an
intensive science program. So
often when scientists aim for
social good theirmark is missed
due to politics and bureaucracy,
and this project sounded like it
was a pretty straight shot from
the lab to the people."
On Nicaragua itself, Chacon
said, "The jungle is dense, the
monkeys are loud, but the taran-
tulas are pretty friendly."
The initial project wasn't
without setbacks. One of the
40 batches was contaminated
with mold - and last year a bug
infestation destroyed 25 percent
of the crops.
Also, for Chacon, not speaking
Spanish was a major barrier.
"I spent a lot of time trying to
convince people in Nicaragua
that I really didn't understand
what they were saying."
For the 2005-2006 project,
Jackels is looking for a student
fluent in Spanish.
"The chemistry is fairly sim-
ple to learn," she said.
Jackels chose to apply for the
NSF Discovery Corps Senior
Fellowship because it fit her
project and because it's a fairly
new program.
NSF hasn't officially an-
nounced the grant yet, but
Jackels is making prepara-
tions.
The 100farms won't be cho-
sen by theADDAC arbitrarily,
according to Jackels, but by
leadership and the likelihood
to benefit most.
Even with the improved
fermentation method, Jackels
estimates it may take one or
two years to see if the kits
make a difference in the lives
of Nicaraguan farmers.
SECURITY REPORTS
>)nday, April 11e Alarm
6:45 a.m., P.S. received a fire alarm sig-
nal from the Cherry Street Parking Garage
fire system and found a pull station had been
pulled. A Bon Appetit staff person reported
male transient had taken food out of a
trashreceptacle and exited the studeni
center and entered the second floor
of the garage where the alarm then
went off. SFD and P.S. reset
the alarm and checked the
area for the transient
person who was not
located.
Panhandling
At 3 p.m., P.S. receiv™
reports ofa person described
as a 30-year-old male wearing a - _
Sonics basketball jacket, approaching
I
pie asking for money to help support
i and his child.
licious Mischief
1:30 a.m., a studentreported to P.S. that
someone had removed an election sign
hanging from the third level of the Student
Center. The student said the sign had been
taken in the past 50 minutes. P.S. searched
I
area and did not locate the missing sign,
is continuing to investigate.
turbance
1:35 a.m., P.S. on patrol came across a «
male pounding on a Bellarmine room door
of a female student.The male was an SPU A
student and the woman resident inside
troom had justbroken up with him. The male wasperative with P.S. officers and left campus.dical Assist5:30 p.m., a staffmember called P.S. reporting anident. P.S. responded and found a woman staffper-
son had shut a classroom door on her finger in Pigott.
*and SFD provided first aid and the staffpersontaken to a local hospital by her husband.
Tuesday, April 12
Theft
At 5:30 p.m., a student reported she left her purse
in her assigned study carol in the Lemieux Library
while she went to the restroom. The carol door was
left unlocked, and when the student returned, her
purse was missing. P.S. searched the area and did
not locate the purse.
Alcohol Violation
At 7 p.m., an underage student was contacted after
having been served alcohol at a School ofLaw func-
tion. The student was cooperative and disposed of
the alcohol.
At 9p.m., a studentreported she left her wallet sitting
on a study table at the Lemieux Library when she
went to therestroom. Upon returning she discovered
someone took her wallet.
Wednesday, April 13
At 1:30, a staff person reported a credit card was
found missing from her desk. P.S. and SPD are fol-
lowing up with a local retail outlet where the card
was used.
At 10 p.m., a student reported some-
one had rummaged through his ve-
hicle, which he secured. No forced
entry was found and some personal ,
clothing items were missing.
Thursday, April 14
Safety Assist
At 8:30 a.m., P.S. staff re-
covered a syringe spotted by
grounds staff on the Union
\ Green. The syringe was
A disposed of in a medical
71 incineration-safety tube.
Auto Prowl
At 5 p.m., a student reported
leaving her vehicle un-secured,
■ and upon returning discovered
someone had taken her parking
permit.
Friday, April 15
Malicious Mischief
At 10 p.m., a P.S. officer on patrol
came upon a 7-foot piece of metal
torn offa light fixture in the Campion
Lobby.
Criminal Trespass Warning
At 10 p.m., a staffperson reported
\f an unknown male individual was
■• attempting to enter the Bessie
I Burton Sullivan residence. P.S.
E
found the east door of the facility
nd the male inside. The male was identified
a criminal trespass warning with a signed
lent filed with SPD.
y, April 16
5p.m., P.S. staffonpatrol discovered someoneen a fire extinguisher from the second floor ofti and East Cherry Street parking garage.al and mental health assist
At 11:30 p.m., a ResidentHall Director contactedP.S.
regarding an underage student inBellarmine, who was
very intoxicated and talking about suicide. P.S. staff
spoke to the student with theRHD, but the student was
uncooperative. After consulting with Residence Life
administration, on-call 911 was called. The student
was transported to a local hospital after having been
evaluatedby SFD and SPD. Two bottles ofhard alco-
hol were recovered from the student's room.
Sunday, April 17
Bike Theft
At 7:30 p.m., a student reported to P.S. that he had
secured his bike to a rack at the Campion north
entrance area 24 hours earlier. Upon returning the
student reported his bike was missing along with
his U-bolt lock.
Monday, April 18
Fire Alarm
At 4:45 a.m., P.S. responded to a local fire alarm in
Bellarmine, which only rings in the residence room.
P.S. found the resident student was brewing coffee
underneath the in-room fire detector.
Same bad-boy cape as last week,
Same bad-boy crime-fighting power
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A messagefrom yourASSU
President: Joe Nguyen
It has been our pleasure to serve this
year as your Student Government. We,
at ASSU, have been working hard to
represent and make sure the student voice
is heard.
Whether it is on committees or with
surveys, we ensure that the University is
well aware ofour concerns and needs.
With advocacy tools such as the State of
the Student Survey ASSU has been able to
successfully bring the University's admin-
istration credible and reliable data.
With this document ofempow-
ered student voices, we have obtained
an increase of $20,000 for clubs and
organizations, a $75,000 increase for the
Recreational Sports Budget and $75,000
to replace and upgrade desks in select
buildings. Not to mention the Readership
Program and weight pins in the Connolly
Center.
These projects and programs are
only a small fraction ofwhat we have been
doing for you. Despite our successes we
understand that ASSU and the University
has much room for improvement.
Next year, ASSU will work on being
more visible and accessible for students.
We will "yoonify" other Student Organi-
zations on campus to work together and
ensure that we, the Students of Seattle
University, are getting the most from our
education in and outside of the classroom.
The key to our success is your
involvement and input. So please let us
know ifyou want coin machines in the
laundry rooms, additional food vendors
at C-Street, a childcare center on campus,
or anything else you would like to see on
campus.
We are here to serve you. Onbehalf
ofASSU, thank you for entrusting us
with your voice and we look forward to
continuing our efforts to make this campus
better.
Photo courtesy of ASSU
Newly Elected ASSUMembers
Meyling Siu-Miranda
Features Editor
President
Joseph-Thanh Tan
Nguyen
In his second term in office, Nguyen
hopes to embody Seattle University's
mission of"empowering leaders for a just
and humane world." His goals include
encouraging each ASSU representative to
take ownership of a project he or she feels
passionate about and see it materialize.
Nguyen is confident ofhaving the
right tools to create positive change for the
student body, but he believes that ASSU's
biggest challenge has been visibility and
lack of continuity.
A finance and humanities major,
Resident
Representative
Madeline Vitek
Nineteen-year-old Madeline Vitek,
freshman business major, is the President
of SU Young Democrats. A varsity swim-
mer for four years and a varsity Water polo
player for three years, she likes to joke that
she is "useless on land." However as resi-
dent representative, Vitek hopes to make
herself more than useful by building and
maintaining a strong work relationship with
Residence Life and Housing.
She also wishes to keep ASSU as
open and accessible as this past year's
representatives have. Next year, Vitek will
serve as the head of the Food Committee
and plans to educate students about the dif-
ferent programs Bon Appetit offers to them.
Nguyen has been involved in numerous
student programs. He is an executive
member of the Student Alumni Associa-
tion and has been an OrientationAdvisor
for the past two years.
He has also been a leader in various
retreats for Campus Ministry and has just
returned from Belize with the Outreach
Program. After graduating, Nguyen plans
to pursue a career in politics: "I've told
Dino Rossi and Christine Gregoire that
I'm going to be the nextAsian Governor
of Washington."
Vice President
Daniel Strickland
This 20-year-old juniormechanical
engineering major will be assuming his
second year as an ASSU representative.
He has been part of the University's cho-
rale for two years and has participated in
cross training through Campus Ministry.
Strickland joined student govern-
ment to "push his limits." For next year,
Strickland wants to bring more consis-
tency to ASSU. "That is what ASSU
needs to be able to move forward because
every year we progress and then switch
over and we fall back a lot and spend the
first part of the year trying to get up," he
says. Strickland plans to attend Stanford
University for graduate school.
Vice President of
Finance
Duong "Yuong" Truong
As a returning ASSU member,
Young Truong hopes to continue working
on the Appropriation Committee.
He plans to design a year-round
meeting schedule for the Committee and
update its bylaws and guidelines to help
make the process more transparent.
One of his main goals, however,
focuses on providing higher funding for
clubs and organizations.
"Clubs have unlimited potential
and they could maximize that potential if
we could fund them effectively," he says
adding that ASSU needs to improve its
visibility on campus.
Twenty-year-old Truong, communi-
cations studies major, speaks French and
Vietnamese and works for The Spectator
as the online editor.
His dream job is to work as an an-
chorman for a sports channel.
Athletic
Representative
Jonathan Quackenbush
Eighteen-year-old Jonathan Quack-
enbush ofMill Creek, Wash., loves to
play poker and go bowling.
A graduate of Henry M. Jackson
High School in Everett, Wash, he is a
member of the SU swim team and works
as a referee for intramural sports.
As an ASSU representative, Quack-
enbush hopes to give sports teams more
recognition and support them during their
seasons. He joinedASSU to be involved
with school decisions.
He is majoring in finance and wishes
to be an accountant or an auditor.
Vice President of
Student Affairs
Rebecca Balyeat
Twenty-year-old, sophomore public
affairs major, Rebecca Balyeat ofBothell,
Wash., works as a coordinator for leader-
ship development at the Center for Student
Involvement. She feels she has the skills
to improve student life and encourage stu-
dents' support of ASSU.
"Because we are here for the
students, without student's influence and
feedback on what we do as a group we
become more ofa club than a student gov-
ernment organization," she says.
Balyeat, who has volunteered with
Prison Ministry and as an orientation
advisor, is part of the leadership team for
the Student Alumni Association and the
Gay-StraightAlliance Club. After gradu-
ation, she plans to join Teach for America
and later work for the government in
educational policy, specifically working in
treatment with elementary school children.
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From left to right, Duong Truong, Joe Nguyen and Daniel
Strickland, all returning ASSU members.
Photo by Amy Daybert
After graduation, this native ofPuyallup,
Wash., hopes to work in the business field.
Photo by Amy Daybert
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International
Representative
Hanisha Shewakramani
Twenty-year-old Hanisha Shewakra-
mani, communication studies major, is a
classically trained Indian singer. She speaks
French, Hindi and Sindhi, and serves as the
President of the South Asian Student As-
sociation and vice president of the Interna-
tional Club.
While working for ASSU, Shewakra-
mani hopes to represent international
students and encourage student participa-
tion. "There is not enough student involve-
ment on campus. More than 2,700 students
could have voted this past election, but
only a little more than 800 did," she says.
Shewakramani plans to go into graduate
school, perhaps into social sciences.
Senior
Representative
Thomas Howard
A member of Students for the Com-
mon Good, 22-year-old Thomas Howard
is a public affairs and global studies major.
He has worked as a resident assistant for
two years and participated in several ASSU
focus groups.
As the senior representative, he hopes
to make the senior class a top priority for
programming and Housing and Residence
t
T ife. He believes ASSU needs to collabo-
ite more with SEAC and Housing and
Residence Life. "When there is a lot of
competition, sometimes people lose sight
ofwhat's important," he says.
Howard will be traveling to Europe
for the next summer. He plans to work in
«jniorepresentative
Lauren Silva
This native ofAlameda, Calif., is
an avid baseball fan. She decided to join
ASSU to improve unity between all classes
and address the subsidy ofbus passes and
the funding for new desks. Among her
many goals is to encourage the senior class
to write a reflection to advise the junior
class on student life.
She feels ASSU needs to focus
on students' feedback: "ASSU needs a
stronger support from the studentbody as a
whole to make sure everybody is included
not just those who speak the loudest," she
says. Silva, who works at the Law Library,
Commuter
Representative
Gustavo Brown
Bom in Panama, 19-year-old Gustavo
Brown is an international business major.
He plays intramurals and volunteers for the
Children's Literacy Program.
He stepped up to the leadership posi-
tion to listen to commuters' concerns and
bring them closer to the SU community.
He feels the student body wants a strong
leadership that knows about their needs and
act on them as soon as possible. A member
ofROTC, Brown will join the Army after
graduating.
Non-Traditional
Representative
Daniel Andrews
A native of Puyallup, Wa, Daniel
Andrews, 26, sophomore nursing major,
is a husband and father of two boys. As an
ASSU representative, Andrews hopes to
share a perspective older students can relate
to while making sure SU's diverse student
body is treated fairly.
He also would like to make college
life fun, but ensure a good education. "My
goal is to help create an environment where
all people can feel comfortable," he says.
A member of the ROTC program,
Andrews plans to work in the Army Nurs-
ing Corp.
Sophomore
Representative
Hyun-Yun Aaron Yoon
Former freshmanrepresentative, this
19-year-old finance major of Shoreline,
WA enjoys interacting with students and
playing sports. He works for SU Varsity
Athletics Game Management and coaches a
little league baseball team.
Yoon, who speaks Korean and some
German, is determined to make the student
body's college experience "the best it could
possibly be." He plans to organize off-cam-
pus events and improve residence life. A
Redhawks fan, he can be found with the "I
Miss My Dogs" group on The Facebook.
At-Large
Representative
Zachary Waud
Eighteen-year-old Zachary Waud,
freshman History major, decided to join
ASSU to follow up with the projects that
were started this year. He would like to
work closely with students to obtain more
feedback and answer their needs. "I think
both students and ASSU representatives
value and need communication," he says.
A member of the Freshman Class
Council and a DJ for KSUB, he hopes to
implement dorm to dorm access and cam-
pus card swipers on all vending machines
and fund state-of-the-art equipment for
KSUB.
He feels, however, that ASSU is
limited in terms ofresources, specifically in
the amount of money it is able to allocate
to clubs.
Waud, who works on-campus for
the SU Athletic Department, would like to
coach high school football and teach his-
tory for the Seattle Public School District.
Minority
Representative
Joseph Manuleleua
Samaseia
A public affairs and theology major,
21-year-old Joseph Samaseia emigrated to
the United States with his family nine years
ago from the Independent State of Samoa.
Samaseia, who enjoys being involved
in the local community, is a member of the
Mana o Polynesia Club, the Coalition for
Global Concern and Oxfam America.
As the minority representative,
Samaseia plans to build stronger networks
within Seattle University to promote
greater interaction and recognize the talents
of students ofcolor,
"I believe minority voices only
strengthen the studentbody as we all work
together for the common good." He wishes
to make ASSU more available to the stu-
dent body and assist the Office of Multicul-
tural Student Affairs.
Samaseia wants to attend UC Berke-
ley and obtain a doctoral degree in cultural
and social studies with a focus on indige-
nous rights to land, culture and old religion
for Native Pacific Islanders, American Indi-
ans, Alaskan Natives and Native Hawaiian
Islanders.
Photo courtesy of Hanisha Shewakramani
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public policy, specifically on transportation
or parks and recreation.
Photo by Amy Daybert
plans to go either into law school or pursue
a master's in History.
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SPORTS
Family, teammates inspire pitcher
Nick Shekeryk
No. 2 starter relishes
pitching against play-
off contenders
Guest Writer
Ever since the days ofher childhood in For-
est Grove, Ore., junior pitcher Erin Kemper
watched her older sister, Angie, play softball.
Angie is the person who eventually taught
SU's no. 2 starter how to play ball.
Angie trained Kemper and instilled in her
an excellent work ethic and the determination
to be the best that she can be.
"Angie has been my biggest influence in
softball. My parents forced me into playing
when I was eight and she was always the one
there to work with me and it was fun to work
with pitching coaches together," she says.
Her sister's influence has led Kemper
to be one of the top pitchers in the GNAC
this season. Kemper is having a productive
season so far.
Beyond her success in school as biology
major with a 3.66 GPA, the right-handed
pitcher currently holds a 5-5 record and is
second on the team with a 2.60 ERA. She
has also pitched the entire 27 outs ofa game
four times this season.
She accredits her statistics to her team-
mates and practice.
"Last season I struggled a lot with my
pitching. My confidence was not there and
my mechanics were off. Despite my team's
good performance, I felt as ifI was letting my
team down, but they never gave up on me.
Continuing to practice and having a positive
attitude has boosted my confidence quite a
bit," she says.
Erin's philosophy when pitching is to throw
with confidence, exemplifying a "nobody can
hit me" mentality. She may be one of SU's
wildestpitchers with 48 walks but she hardly
makes a costly mistake, she has only allowed
one homerun so far this year.
"If I fall behind in the count, I tell myself
that the next pitch is going to be a strike,"
she says.
Like a fighter, Kemper thrives offoffacing
good competition in the batters box. Even
though the seven-team conference is lop-
sided, three teams currently have three wins
or less. The Redhawk stats usually improve
after playing those teams and Kemper real-
izes her game won't improve unless she can
play against the best. That is why she really
enjoys the challenge pitching against Hum-
boldt State hitters that hit .316 as a team and
average six runs a game.
"They have a really strong line up that
is always consistent and very aggressive,"
Kemper has played in many
competitive games over the
course of her career. This in-
cludes a 2-1 complete-game
victory over regionally ranked
No. 4 San Francisco State en
route to SU's second place fin-
ish in the EastonTournament of
Champions earlier this month
in Modesto, Calif.
Another highlight that rings
in Kemper's mind occurred
the next day. Kemper pitched
for 2.2 innings but found her
self in a jamafter an error and
some walks in the third inning.
No. 6 Chico State Wildcats
scored two unearned runs that
inning, one of them offKem-
per and another after Coach
Dan Powers handed the ball
over to freshman Erin Martin,
who walked in the second run.
Powers then waved in freshman
Katie Rojano, who pitched a
solid effort- only giving up one
run the rest of the game.
The Redhawks offense re-
fused to let defensive mistakes
cost them the game and capped
off the game with a two-run
bottom ofthe seventh, beating
the Wildcats 4-3.
This is the late-game rally
against Chico State that earned
the team a spot in the champi-
onship game against confer-
ence powerhouse Humboldt State.
"That game was really intense and the
thing that made the win so nice was the
cockiness and arrogance of the other team,"
Kemper says.
Kemper says playing for the Seattle Uni-
versity Redhawks Softball team has been a
fun experience. She believes that the team's
chemistry is catalytic and that her teammates
are as entertaining off the field as they are to
watch playing on it.
"I probably would not be attending Seattle
University if it wasn't for Softball, but I am
glad that I'm here because I'm having a great
time," Kemper says. "It is also nice tobe one
of the people contributing to the development
of the softball team at SU."
Photo Courtesy of SU Athletics
Erin Kemper demonstrates
confindence on the mound
to win big games, she
pitched a complete-game
victory over regionally
ranked San Francisco State.
GNAC
Setting the example for
teammates, competition
Amy Daybert
Managing Editor
Ask seniorFaruk Punjani about one ofhis
favorite competitive track moments and he'll
tell you about a dark, cloudy, soggy afternoon
in late March.
"I woke up that morning, looked outside
and it was pouring down rain," he said. "It
was coming down hard when I got to the
field but you can't let things like that bother
you because you still need to go out and run
your race."
So, Punjani gave himselfa pep talk, raced
along the wet track at the University of
Washington Outdoor Preview and earned a
third-place finish and a personal best time
of50.02 in the 400 meter event. A time that,
Punjani modestly says, is the fastest he has
ever run and has set the mark for his entire
season.
"He gets the job done and never lets the
weatheraffect him," head coach Paula Mont-
gomery said.
She added how his time would have been
closer to a 49.0 if he hadn't been running
through standing water.
Since that first outdoor meet of the season,
Punjani has continued to run well, rain or
shine. He won both the 200-and 400-meter
at the Western Oregon Invitational earlier
this month, was named the Great Northwest
Field Athlete of the week for his
performance and broke his own 100
meter school record in a timeof 11.17
at the Spike Arlt Invitational on Apr.
16 in Ellensburg, Wash.
Although Punjani's new record in
the 100 meter posted a second place
spot in conference, he'll admit he
"doesn't really like the race."
"It's too short," he said. "The 400
B- that will make a man out
Punjani will have a chance to
change both the 200 and 400 meter
school records on Apr. 23 when he
|:tes in the Oregon Invitational;ene, Ore.link I'll run pretty fast overI'm running with faster guysey'll push me," he said before saying
tiletes from Division I schools will alsc
be competing at the meet.
For the most part, Punjani doesn't want tc
talk about his times, his athlete of the week
status or the last three outdoor track meets,
But he will tell you about the dreaded, yel
anticipatedMonday workouts, the motivation
he has received from and has givenhis team-
mates and the appreciation he has for mem-
bers of the track and field coaching staff.
"We all know on Mondays that it's going
to hurt no matter what at the end of the day,"
he said. "Everyone knows not to go out and
play basketball or go out dancing orpartying
on Sunday because you don't want to be sore
before Monday practice."
Daily practices at the University of Wash-
ington, weightlifting sessions three times a
week, and regular trips to the training room
take up a significant part of Punjani's time
and energy.
"Practice is away to take my mind off of
everything else," he said. "I love the feeling
after practice, especially a Monday practice
because you know you ran hard and you're
not sore yet but you know you'll feel it the
next day."
As the captain of the men's track and field
team, Punjani hopes to pass on some lessons
he learned from runners who helped him be-
come a stronger athlete during the three years
he has been part of the track and field team.
He recalls how he wanted to stop after
completing four of the five 500 meter prac-
tice runs during a practice his first year on
the team.
At the time he spoke with a former team-
mate who told him he "can't be eating those
cheeseburgers for lunch," and then claimed
that he would feel better upon completion of
the workout.
"He was right. Ifyou don'tfinish the work-
out, later that night you feel better but you
still wish you would've gotten the workout
done," he said.
"Now I try to set the tone for the otherguys
on the team so when I'm gone they'll still
have the same work ethic and motivation to
finish the workouts, get in the weight room
and stay healthy. It's just those little things
that make you better."
Punjani doesn't want to think about his
post season plans although he knows he will
work to complete his degrees in accounting,
E-Commerce and Information Systems, and
possibly start coaching.
He's positive he'll stay active.
"I was talking to some of the guys yester-
day, saying how maybe I'll just come back
depending on my schedule and just run as
long as I stay in shape all summer," he said.
"Maybe I could justrun unattachedfrom SU
but only time will tell about that."
Photo by Amy Daybert
Faruk Punjani recently broke his
own school record, the 100-meter.
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Sotfball CONFERENCE OVERALL
W-L Pet W-L Pet Strk
Humboldt State 17-1 .944 47-2 .959 LI
Central Washington 12-2 .857 20-15 .571 W4
Seattle U. 9-5 .643 18-13 .581 W1
Western Washington 5-3 .625 11-14 .440 W1
Western Oregon 3-10 .321 10-27 .270 Wl
Saint Martin's 2-13 .133 8-25 .242 L6
Northwest Nazarene 1-15 .062 9-33 .214 L6
Individual Leaders
Batting Pitching
Batting Average ERA
Brandi Harrison - HSU .424 Tracy Motzny - HSU 0.58
Lydia Foster - WOU .416 Lizzy Prescott - HSU 1.36
JanePurdy - SU .414 Kara Roberts - HSU 1.38
Nancy Harbeson - HSU .380 Sarah Withers - CWU 1.41
Shannon Prochaska - WOU .367 Erin Martin- SU 1.90
Home Runs Wins
JanePurdy-SU 11 Tracy Motzny - HSU 25-1
Patty Martinez - CWU 7 Lizzy Prescott - HSU 17-1
Brandi Harrison - HSU 6 Erin Martin - SU 10-5
Megan Sutherland - HSU 6 Sara Badgley - CWU 10-6
Jessica Padilla - HSU 4 Sarah Withers - CWU 8-5
RBI's Strikeouts
Jessica Padilla - HSU 47 Sara Badgley - CWU 142
Brandi Harrison - HSU 42 Lizzy Prescott - HSU 128
Megan Sutherland - HSU 38 Tracy Motzny - HSU 126
JanePurdy - SU 30 Adrian Herman - NNU 124
Nancy Harbeson - HSU 30 Erin Martin- SU 74
Enthuasists, pros
bring "lifetime sport"
to Connolly Center
J. Jacob Edel
Sports Editor
In Seattle there aren't many college stu-
dents that play handball, but for some local
residents handball is their life.
That is why a Seattle University professor
and local handball enthuasist put together a
clinic and exhibition that featured two of the
region's best handballplayers.
David Carrithers, lecturer atAlbers School
of Business & Economics, decided to have
the event atConnolly Center after Joe Cox, a
life-long handballplayer, began orchestrating
clinics at the Unversity ofWashington.
"I thought, 'Well ifthey can have this over
at the University of Washington, why can't
we do it here,'" Carrithers said.
Carrithers and Cox invited Joe Hagen, a
28-year-old graduate student at the UW, and
Sean Lenning, a 19-year-old professional
handball player from Shoreline, to demon-
strate their skills.
Yet, Carrithers and Cox wanted to teach the
game more than show it. So Cox and one of
Lenning's friends, Mike Ewing, a Shoreline
Community College student, put the inter-
ested SU students onto one of the courts and
taught them the fundamentals of the game.
"Well, Joe [Cox] asked for help," Ewing
said to explain his desire to teach the sport.
"Plus, I just want to give back to the game
since I've taken so much."
Two students that attended the clinic were
Rajeev Majumdar and Brian Ellis, both law
students. They both said they play racquetball
but have never tried handball before.
"It's interesting how you have to use both
hands," Ellis said after the clinic. "In racquet-
ball you only use one hand so switching to
both hands is a challenge."
Cox and Ewing made sure the students
practiced hitting the ball with both their
hands, something they both admit was the
hardest thing for them to learn.
Handball is a gameplayed on a variety of
courts, but the demo featured four-wallhand-
ball. Four-wall is done indoors at a gym, like
the Connolly Center, and is the most popular
version of the game in Seattle because wet
weatherand short days during the winter limit
outdoorplaying time, one-wall and three-wall
are played outdoors.
Handball is played either as a one-on-one
sport or a two-on-two doubles match, like
tennis. Matches are decidedby the winner of
oftwo out of three, and each game is played
to 21 points.
Points are scored when the serverhits aball
which bounces off the floor three timesbefore
the opponent hits the ball into a wall.
Hagen and Lenning tended to rally the ball
by hitting it high, usually off the ceiling, until
they found their kill shot, "a real low shot,"
according by Ewing, that can't be rallied.
The professionals Hagen and Lenning
performed at the event because they share
Carrithers' and Cox's interest in promoting a
game that means everything to them.
Hagen has been playing for about 15
years.
"I came beause this is an opportunity to
generate some interest in handball forpeople
that are college-aged," Hagen said. "There
are the big sports in college, like basketball
or football, but not everyone is able to play
those. Handball is a sport anybody can play,
at any age. It's a lifetime sport."
Photo by Becky Lawrence
Joe Cox, far, leads students
in a demonstration of the
fundamentals, playing with
both hands, watching the ball
and counting the bounces.
Photo by Becky Lawrence
Professional handballers, Joe Hagen (left), and Sean Lenning
play a match at Connolly Center. Several students observed the
friendly game after receiving an instuctional clinic.
There's no reason to hide it, race influences our
preference toward the sports we like and dislike
Austin Burton
-Sports Commentary
Staff Writer
Last week, Jermaine O'Neal of the Indiana
Pacers nearly set offa firestorm greater than
November's brawl between the Pacers, De-
troit Pistons and the Pistons' fans.
Only this firestorm was devoid of flying
objects; be it beer, fists or chairs. O'Neal ig-
nited this melee not on a physical level but on
a cultural one, by uncovering the American
taboo of race.
When asked about the idea of raising the
NBA age minimum from 18 to 20 years old,
O'Neal saidracism might be a factor to those
who support the proposed rule.
"As a black guy, you kind of think [race
is] the reason why it's coming up," O'Neal
was quoted.
"You don't hear about it in baseball or
hockey. To say you have to be 20, 21 to get
in the league, it's unconstitutional. IfI can go
to the U.S. Armyand fight the war at 18 why
can't you play basketball?" he said.
Ring the alarm. As soon as his words be-
came public knowledge, O'Neal was subject
to criticism, complaints and even insults from
sportswriters, TV analysts and everyone in
between. No way, they said, that it has to do
with racism. We don't even see color, some
ofthemadded.
The truth quotient of O'Neal's theory is
for another discussion. What I did notice,
however, was another example of someone
bringing up race and everyone else eagerly
avoiding it.
Pacers front-office executive and Hall of
Famer, Larry Bird, said the NBA needed
more white superstars and Pistons forward
Rasheed Wallace accused the mostly-white
NBA establishment of exploiting black
players.
Amid these statements, there seems to be
a rush to dismiss any statements of race or
racism.
Racial comments like O'Neal's, Bird's and
Wallace's usually cause a big mediaruckus at
first, spark a stampede ofdenials and sudden
breakouts ofcolorblindness, and then they are
are eventually forgotten about.
This happens in other sports, too. NFL line-
man Warren Sapp called his league's com-
missioner a slave master in 2003. That same
year, the surprise stardom ofFlorida Marlins
pitcher Dontrelle Willis inspired a brief pe-
riod of concern over why there aren't more
American-bomblack baseball players.
So why can't race and racism be talked
about in sports?
Part of the debate over an NBA age
limit concerns the NBA's changing image.
Discussions on that image - which were
conducted mostly after the Pacers-Pistons
brawl - have rarely touched on one obvious
element. People will admit that many fans
have a disconnect with the NBA but no one
will say why.
Here's the deal, a lot of white fans have a
disconnect with the NBA because there are
so many black players. There. I said it.
Now, let's be real. "Sportscenter" and
other sports shows talk about the miniscule
involvement of black people in NASCAR.
The anchors, analysts and experts will freely
discuss how black sports fans aren't drawn
to NASCAR because of a lack of black
drivers, pit crew chiefs and owners. Similar
ideas popped up regarding golf after the Ti-
ger Woods renaissance and after Venus and
Serena Williams became prominent figures
in tennis.
No one is scared to say that black fans
won't watch these sports because there
haven't been many black athletes participat-
ing in them. And when a black athlete has
participated and excelled, like Woods or the
Williams', it has been big news.
I think it's entirelypossible that one reason
the NBA is losing white fans is because there
aren't more white players. But everyone is
scared to say that.
As much as everyone tried to dismiss and
disregard Larry Bird's statements - again
with the "I don't see color" nonsense - he
was right on.
Ifit's acceptable to say black people won't
watch tennis, golf or NASCAR because
blacks are underrepresented in those sports,
why can't we agree that whites feel the same
way about basketball, boxing or track and
field?
The number of American-born white
players in the NBA is probably smaller than
it's ever been. With original Dream Team
members Bird, John Stockton and Chris
Mullin long retired, as well as perennial All-
Stars like Mark Price, Kevin McHale, Tom
Chambers and Dan Majerle; who is left on
the court?
In his infamous interview, Bird said, "If
you justhad a couple of white guys in there,
you might get [fans] a littleexcited. But it is
a black man's game."
Of the NBA's top 50 scorers this season,
only three are white: Phoenix's Steve Nash,
Minnesota's Wally Szczerbiak and Utah's
Matt Harpring. Only four whiteplayers are
among the top 50 rebounders and five are in
the top 50 in assists.
Now take those facts and change the sport
to.. .oh, soccer. Imagine that ifamong Major
League Soccer's statistical leaders, only three
to five black players cracked the top 50.
Would it be ridiculous to suggest thatblack
fans felt a disconnect with MLS, or soccer in
general, because of this lack of representa-
tion? Oh wait, black people DO feel a discon-
nect with soccer! And wouldanyonebe afraid
to say this on TV? See my point?
People need to understand that it doesn't
make you a racist ifyou enjoy seeing familiar
faces succeed in certain sports. People get all
flustered and start going colorblindwhen you
say things like this, because they have a fear,
they fear someone is going to accuse themof
being racist because they identify more with
an athlete of their own race.
But that isn't the case. Or maybe you
think it is. But it wouldn't hurt anyone to
talk about it.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
The Spectator Recommends Local Restaurants
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
bpnng; it s a season that lorces people
outside. The cessation of rain and rebirth
of sunrays makes for an atmosphere highly
conducive to escaping the confines of one's
domicile to explore the world outside ofself-
imposed imprisonment.
This extensive exploration, however, is
bound to rouse a ravenous appetite. There-
fore, it is crucial to know of sustenance
providers in strategic locations throughout
the city.
When considering the consumption of
edibles, it is of the utmost importance to
consider the sandwich. The sandwich is a
delicious, artistic combination of several
food groups, most importantly cheese. The
sand- wich provides the crucial
"" isfaction of appetite,
s well as supporting
an aesthetic journey
through the complex-
ities of life.
The eclectic fill-
ings of the sand-
wich are much like
terrestrial existence
they are an ever-
c langing olio of en-
vironments that can
both gratify or infu-
riate. These remain
ju aposed between two
slices — symbolically represent-
ing the heaven and hell that enter our every-
day consciousness through beliefor interac-
tions. The mere subtle difference between
the bread slices reflects the often-blurred
classification that can muddle the defined
nature of heaven and hell. It is, therefore,
both philosophically and sensually important
to select the perfect sandwich.
The best vegetarian sandwich is provided
by "Smarty Pants." It is a fairly recently
opened cafe in the resurrected Seattle dis-
trict of Georgetown. The sheer variety of
meat sandwiches that can be made with the
El, tomato Field Roast is enough tomy meat abhorring person,sandwich comes with a light salsa
lies in the sandwich itself. So far my favorite
has been the veggie with field roast: a light
avocado spread, paired with crisp lettuce
and vegetables. It's a wonderful pairing of
tangy deliciousness in substantial
proportions.
Sometimes I thinkI visit trr°
place weekly, but then Ireal-
ize that I'm actually flying
through the air when I go,
so I deduce that I must be
dreaming. The relevance of
this fascinating information
- I dream about this place.
Anotherequally scrumptious
provider of the sandwich lies in
the heart of Old Ballard on Market
Street. The "Other Coast Cafe" supplies
sandwiches that are not to be forgotten,
partially because they are all over your
shirt, but also because they are a phenomenal
liort
to heaven itself,
the sandwiches are made with freshly
p-quality "Boar's Head" brand meat - a
ofquality - but your first choice should
: "Rajun Cajun" sandwich.
: "Rajun Cajun" is a turkey sandwich
on French bread with a spicy, Cajun
influence aioli with abundant amounts of
cheese and roasted red onions. The fiery pit
of an inferno then transforms the sandwich
into a melty mess ofbliss.
Maybe you're not inclined to consume
the sandwich. Maybe you prefer the perfect
amino acid pairing of rice and beans. How
do you make a wise decision while pursuing
your passion for rice and beans?
Go to Paseo's. It's a Caribbeanrestaurant of
modest size, but every dollar invested into its
a nuttier pairing to the tangy, full flavored
black beans. The beans are light, but substan-
tial enough to allow one to
sumption. Every mol-
ecule ofbean is fused with 10 molecules of
flavor. Thus, science proves that these beans
and rice are delicious - arguing against this
is futile.
If you decide, however, that you desire to
consume a sandwich, Paseo's sandwiches
are a perfect choice. Each sandwich is built
upon on a Macrina bakery roll and further
elaborated on by the addition of lime and
cilantro-kissed meat and aioli. Take bus #44
from the U-district. 4225 Fremont N., 545-
7440. closed Sun. & Mon.
There comes a point in every person's
life when pizza must be consumed. I have
always preferred the Chicago-style deep
dish with thick crust. I like my pizza like a
steak—something I can sink my teeth into.
Therefore, when Irecommend pizza, I recom-
In Seattle, there is only one place to con-
sider when a pizza craving hits - Delfino's.
Delfino's is located in U-Village next to
Barnes and Noble and is, clearly, an oasis of
deliciousness amidst the bustle of an urban
suburbia catering to the SUV driving families
Btle and beyond,sublime experience begins with the: is a light, buttery pastry — a perfectfor the copious amounts of contents
that decorate its interiors. My favorite offer-
ing is the spinach, which offers the aforesaid
spinach with an extra layer of slightly sweet
marinara on top. It may sound crazy, but mad-
ness is reflective of profound brilliance.
There are times when the pursuance of
satiation benefits from the presence of a
companion. There are some who refer to
these times as "dates." Regardless of title, in
these situations, atmosphere is as important
of a consideration as the food itself.
Additionally, the partner must also
be impressed by the selection. This,
therefore, requires that the choice be
both delicious, but somewhat uncom-
mon — providing an experience that is
beyond previous comprehension.
If remaining loyal to Capitol Hill,
patronizing "The Kingfish Cafe," on 19lh
and Aloha, is a decision so burdened with
brilliance it is beyond description. Since I
also fall into this category, I can accurately
relay a brief illustration.
"The Kingfish Cafe" offers southern,
home-style cooking: phenomenal fried-green
tomatoes, rice and beans, corn breadand fried
buttermilk bat- tered chicken.
clined to travel for a date, the "Ovio Bistro"
in West Seattle (3247 CaliforniaAve. S.W.) is
an equally wise decision. It offers a rotating
menu, determined largely by the available
fresh ingredients of the season, which it
uses to create inventive designs of culinary
delight. It is located in a small neighborhood
and offers the perfect ambience for romanc-
ing that lucky companion.
As if further persuasion is needed, this
restaurant has been featured in other publica-
tions — it is thebuzz of therestaurant world,
therefore, taking your beloved to this locale
is sure to impress him or her with your astute
knowledge of trends and fashion.
Food: ifyou must eat it, eat it well.
"The sandwich provides
the crucial satisfaction of
appetite, as well as sup-
porting an asthetic journey
through the complexities of
life."
Celebrated Musical Miss Saigon at 5th Ave.
Michelle Sanders
Copy Editor
very own sth Avenue Theatre. This show,
which is a loose spin-off of Puccini's 1900
opera Madame Butterfly, tells the story of
two unlikely lovers.
Taking place during the last few days of
the Vietnam War, an American soldier named
Chris, falls for a poor Vietnamese girl named
Kim, who has lost everything amidst the
chaos in Saigon.
The young soldier saves Kim from being
forced to work as a prostitute, promising to
take her back home with him.
Kim declare their undying love for one and
other., On the day of the departure, the pair
is separated when the United States soldier's
are forced to flee for their own lives.
Once back in theUSA, it takes Chris a year
to get over Kim - he believes she was killed
in the war. He marries another woman only to
find out two years later thatKim has survived,
she has a child; Chris's son.
Meanwhile, Kim is struggling to get by,
living for the day that Chris will find her and
take her back to America with him. In two
dissimilar worlds and far from each other,
these two have not forgotten the love they
shared so many years before.
The harrowing story ofthese two keeps the
audience sitting on the edges of their seats
throughout the entire performance. While
there were several minor vocal inaccuracies,
the music was all together beautiful. The
leading actors from this rendition ofMiss
Saigon were local Seattle resident Louis
Hobson playing Chris, while Kim was
portrayed by Envy Baysic.
Miss Saigon was producedby Cameron
Macintosh and written by tioth Alain
Boublil and Claude-Michel Schonberg.
These artists also created the well-known
production, Les Miserables.
While I am a life long fan of every
song in this production, there are several key
numbers that do attract attention. The song
titled "I Still Believe," is sungby characters
Kim and Ellen, Chris's American wife. Here
they express their love and confusion towards
Chris. Kim begging to understand where he
has been, but trusting that their love will lead
him back to her.
Similarly, Ellen wonders where Chris has
been mentally after
she hears him call out
"Kim" in his sleep.
The tune "Why
God, Why," is per-
formed by the char-
acter Chris after he
has met Kim for
the first time. It is
through this song that
the tragedy seems to
begin. With lyrics
like, "Why God, why
today, I'mall through
here, on my way...l
liked my memories
as they were, now
I'll leave remember-
Here the dilemma
comes to life and the
love story has truly begun. Other numbers
to look for include, "The American Dream,"
"The Heat is On in Saigon," and "The Last
Night of the World."
This musical is running through Apr. 30 at
the sth Avenue theatre. Performance dates,
ticket availability and pricing can be viewed
at both ticketmaster.comand the sthAvenue's
website.
E.my Saysic in Miss Saigon.
Courtesy of sth AvenueTheatre
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Fresh Breath of Air on Krayzie CD
Chris Natale
Guest Writer
In these times of sell-out rappers, played
out beats and lyrics and rappers who really
don't rap about anything that I care about, it
is seldom that I pick up an album and get a
nice fresh breath of something real.
In his third solo album, "Gemini: Good
vs. Evil," Krayzie Bone has done just that.
With this album he shows us how far he has
come since his "Budsmokers Only" days with
Bone Thugs-N-Harmony. After listening to
the wide range of styles displayed through-
out the tracks on the album, it isn't hard to
understand how the title is appropriate.
In songs like "I Remember," we see a
softer Krayzie, where he explains how "we
let the fame destroy something that's worth
way more," speaking of the alleged beef he
had with former Bone Thugs member, Layzie
Bone caused by the fortune and fame of the
rap business.
At the end of the track, he also prophesizes
thereuniting ofBone-Thugs "united we ball,
divided we fall, when bone come back, we
silence them all," great news to someone like
me, a starving hip-hop listener for some mu-
sic that.. .well, who am I kidding, "rap" that's
not from the south - we were all thinking it,
I'm just the one who said it.
On the other side of the spectrum, Krayzie
shows us his evil side in his single, "Get'chu
Twisted," showing us that the nimble-
tongued rapper is still right on top of his old
game, taking a simple hook, and combining
it with the fierceness of his swift aggressive
arrogant lyrics.
■owing us even morevity and range with
pping abilities, "Nut-
hin' But Music," Krayzie
Bone shows one of the
I
effective and creative
s, touching on the
y of Hip-Hop, while
Itaneously giving us
:f timeline of his life
contrasted with the music.
The product is one of the
most successful Hip-Hop
timelines that has ever
been produced. He be-
gins with the West Coast
Kment and moves onall almost every sig-
nificant 1980's rap move-
I.a track that hitclosestme for me, Krayzieers a track dedicated to
the monotony of theradio, "All I'm Hearing."
Not being mainstream, it is lovely to be able
to listen to someone who isnot only not riding
the bandwagon of what is mainstream, but
has the audacity to tell it how it is; the radio
"Everybody want to be like somebody,
or live like somebody; you just need to be
yourself," a concept which only Krayzie
Bone, and a grossly small minority of rap
artists seem to understand.
"Whatever style is poppin' on the radio...
that's what I try to stay away from because I
try to lead, innovate, and do my own thing,
because I believe I have enough skill and
talent to hold my own with anything."
All in all, Krayzie shows us on his third
album that he is still on an upward climb,
and far from falling off. Though the album
may not contain the same arsenal of guest
appearances that his first double-disk solo
album did, the bar was still raised, only this
time in a more personal, heart-felt method.
Five years ago, I would label this an aver-
age to good album. This day in age where I
see garbage albums drop week after week, I
brand this a great album; an album which I
consciously purchased.
That's more thanI will give to almost any
mainstream rapper.
Courtesy of Ball'r Records
LuPone sings "Matters of the Heart"
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
As a fan ofmusicals and theatre in general
it was exciting to have the opportunity to see
PattiLuPone's show "Matters of the Heart,"
at the Paramount last week.
LuPone is an award-winning actress from
stage, television and movies. She has won a
Tony Award for Best Actress for her role in
"Evita" in 1980 and was nominated for an
Emmy for her workon "Fraiser." She has also
won a handful of other dramatic awards for
her roles in various other musicals.
Just as the title ofthe program suggests, the
show was about love. Not justfalling in love,
but first love, love of a mother to a child, lost
love and lust; all aspects oflove were covered
during the performance. Since there was such
a variety ofsongs about the different themes
oflove, everyone in the audience was able to
relate to the show on some level.
WhileLuPone was the only person singing,
she was accompaniedby a piano, violins and
cello; which added to the performance as a
whole.LuPone was also aware of this as she
constantly showered them with kisses and
applause.
LuPone's show consisted ofvarious songs
about love that she covered, but made into
her own. While many of the songs were
from unfamiliar musicals, the few that were
recognizable were memorable. This included,
"God Only Knows," originally sung by The
Beach Boys and "A Wonderful Guy" from
the musical South Pacific. Both ofLuPone's
versions of the song rivaled the originals.
However, the one song that was a disap-
pointment was her rendition of "Time After
Time" made famous by Cyndi Lauper. Lu-
Pone sped up the tempo of the song too much,
whichultimately tookaway from the song. It
made you appreciate the original version of
the song and its slow beat.
LuPone's song selection also displayed
her range as a singer from performing songs
from Broadway musicals to toning it down a
bit to sing Joni Mitchell. Hervoice is nothing
short of magnificent and it is easy to see why
she has not only been able star in various
musicals but carry a show all on her own.
Along with singing, LuPone also inserted
mini-monologues between her songs, dem-
onstrating her comedic ability.
"Sometimes we are lucky and love comes
to us, or it doesn't and we have to go look for
it; like pigs looking for truffles...it's called
dating," jokes LuPone at one point of the
show. While the audience of opening night
was filled with couples over the age of 30
years old, it does not mean that it could not
be enjoyed by anyone at any stage of his or
her life. Or even if you have fallen in love
or not, a mere appreciation of the songs and
the talentof the singer is all that is needed to
have a great time.
LuPone stayed at the Paramount from
Tuesday Apr. 12 through Sunday Apr. 17 be-
fore she left Seattle to continue on toAtlanta,
GA where another audience will be able to
enjoy a wonderful night of music.
HIST 420
Julian Hunt
Staff Writer
Myths about the origin of the Apr. 20
holiday range from urban legends about
he 420 chemicals in Tetrahyrdocannabi-
nol - THC - to the Grateful Dead always
staying in hotel room 420 when on tour.
Historically, Apr. 20 has also been a day
ofbloody siegesand in one case, the birth of
one ofthe world's worst tyrants. Here's what
has actually happened onApr. 20 in the past.
121-Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius
is born.
1441 - During the Council ofFlorence,
Pope Eugenius IV issues "Etsi non dubi-
temus," which asserts the superiority of the
pope over the Councils.
1775 - British begin siege ofBoston. As
a result, NewYork adopts a new constitu-
tion as an independent state.
1889 - Former German dictatorAdolf
Hitler is born.
1945 - Soviet troops enterBerlin.
1999 - Columbine High Shooting
2001 - American Christian missionary
Veronica Bowers and her 7-month-old
daughter are killed when theirplane is shot
out of the sky by a Peruvian military jet as
part of a CIA-backed program that patrols
the Amazon Basin for drug couriers.
2002 - Robin Prosser of Missoula, Mon
tana begins a hunger strike demanding
access to governmental grown marijuana to
help her treat symptoms ofLupus. Prosser
says that marijuana helps combat the illness
and relieves her of pain and stress.
v -i?
Stockholm Syndrome: Band With No Genre
Mark Griswold
Staff Writer
Have you ever gotten into your car or sat
down in your room, taken a look at your CDs
and thought to yourself, "I don't know what
I'm in the mood for."
Well, next time you face this dilemma,
you might want to reach for the album "Holy
Happy Hour" by Stockholm Syndrome, an
ensemble of five musicians with a variety
of talents headedby Jerry Joseph and Dave
Schools.
They describe their music as not just
genre-transcending but "genre-shredding,"
and genre-shredding it definitely is. The first
track on their CD, "Counter-Clock World,"
is a self-described "impressionistic slice of
dual-autobiography" of Joseph and Schools,
and has undertones of alternative Nirvana
- esque vocals and Jimi Hendrix guitar riffs.
There are no other tracks on the album like
this one.
If you're a country music fan, you might
like the fourth track on the album, "Tight,"
which has a nice mix ofacoustic and electric
guitar accompanied by high vibratokeyboard,
whichreminds one ofan EverlyBrothers tune
but has a vocal track that could have come
right out of "Margaritaville."
Fans of Tom Petty will like track number
five "White Dirt," with its similar narrative
style vocals and melodies of the classic "Free
Fallin." While it doesn't include a chorus that
begs a JerryMaguire sing along, it does have
some great acoustical interludes and some
catchy lyrics.
The second to the last track, "Sack Full of
Hearts" is unmistakably Jamaican in flavor
with the staccato drumbeats of bongo and
reggae like vocals that may have been influ-
enced by San Francisco based guitarist Eric
McFadden's who may be best known for his
work with GeorgeClinton's P-FunkAll Stars.
Then again, it may have justcome from their
surroundings. This album was recorded at
the famed Compass Point Studios in Nassau,
Bahamas where such greats as Led Zeppelin
and ZZ Top did work.
"Shining Path," the final track, is a dark
toned commentary on Christianity that de-
serves a few replays before one decides if
it's a sarcastically blasphemous critique or
a praise ofreligion. I'm still not completely
certain.
Further, what's with the name? Stock-
holm Syndrome refers to the psychological
phenomenon of hostages growing attached
to their kidnappers. In the case of Schools'
and Joseph's band, it refers to their growing
attachment to something that was originally
suppose to be a simple collaborationbetween
a handful ofmusicians but wenton to become
a full fledged band.
I'm usually not one for indie-rock, but this
isn't your typical indie-rock album. Ican't say
that I was a fan ofall 12 tracks on the album,
but has any artist put out an album lately that
we can say that about? It's definitely decent
to listen to, especially when you're not quite
sure what you're in the mood for.
Groove to the cover of the Climax Blues
Band's "Couldn't Get it Right" then head
bang to the hardrock of"Princess Cruise," a
song that lays a week on the "Love Boat" to
rest with its chorus "how much can you lose
on a Princess Cruise!"
Holy Happy Hour was released last sum-
mer but Schools hints at further releases on
the band's website (www.stockholmsyn-
drome.com).
"We'll take it as far as it wants to go. I
think that everyone is really enjoying play-
ing together."
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All questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu
CONGRATULATIONS
to the ASSU Executives and Representatives of 1005-1006:
* PRESIDENT - Joseph-Thanh Nguyen
* EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT - Daniel Strickland
* VICE PRESIDENT of STUDENT AFFAIRS - Becca Balyeat
* VICE PRESIDENT of FINANCE - Duong "Young" Truong
* AT-LARGE REP - Zach Waud
* ATHLETIC REP - Johnathan Quackenbush
* CONNUTER REP - Gustavo Brown
* INTERNATIONAL REP - Hanisha Shewakramani
* SENIOR REP - Tommy Howard
* JUNIOR REP - Lauren Silva
* SOPHOMORE REP - Aaron Yoon
* MINORITY REP - Joseph Seia
* NON-TRADITIONAL REP - Daniel Andrews
* RESIDENTIAL REP - Madeline Vitek
Check out www.seattleu.edu/assu for more election coverage and details!
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
TALKBACK FROM THE WEB!
Now you can track and respond to ASSURepresentative Assembly meetingsLIVE
every Wednesday on the ASSUwebsite at www.seattleu. edu/assu.
See what's going on, what's being discussed, and throw your two cents into the discussion!
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT is looking for STUDENT ENTERTAINMENT for the
Student Recognition Awards on May 17th. If you're interested in performing,
please contact Analisa Castaneda via email ASAP: castana(g)seattleu.edu
The Seattle university chapter HUI O NANI HAWAI'I
of AL-pf-fA NLA (Jesuit Ho\A,or society) proudly presents...
would LLtee to congratulate the forty-five students Tn<* AA¥Y% Annual Lu'au
being Inducted Into our society this ijear.
each student Is an academically achieving junior, "HANABATA DAVS
senior or graduate student that rai/Ues In the top with a special performance by TAPA GROOVE
±sfo of his/her class staiA,dliA,g. The Inductees were
evaluated based oia, their exemplary adherence to the ieturdau Mau 7fch 2005
jesu.lt Ideals of scholarship, loyalty, awd service. '
The liA-dixctloiA, cerem.otA,y to recognize their accom*- CampiOfl DCIIIrOOITI
pllshm.eiA.ts will be held oia. April "2.5, ZIODS
lia. the Door °Pen at ss3
° P-m*
congratulations to all the liA,ducctees! Tichets: $22
* Concert: $1O (door only)
Available at the Student Center!
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100. For Sale
I • f* J 20°- HelP WantedClassifieds *&*%?
500. For Rent
■ r
You've had a chance to think about your priorities. To define what matters to you.
Now, you need a plan to get there. Let us show you how a master of science in taxation
from Golden Gate University can make a difference in your career—and your life.
Master of Science in Taxation
• An MS in taxation offers you the next step towards a successful career in the growing field of tax
• Obtain this degree in as little as one year, in a combination of in-person and online classes
• GGU will personally advise and design a degree-completion plan for you
• Complete one additional year of credits towards the CPA examination requirements
• A year from now, you could be in a tax internship or a full-time job
We offer flexible evening, weekend and online classes. Classes start in May and throughout the year.
Visit us at www.ggu.edu/taxseattle or call 206-622-9996 for a free personal advising appointment.
GGU Seattle, Joshua Green Building, 1425 4th Ave., Suite 404, Seattle
BUSINESS | LAW | TAXATION | TECHNOLOGY
Get there.
200 Nanny needed, full time,
Are you looking for sum- M-F, 3 great kids, driv-
mer employment? Teach ers llcense
™ d ex^
interactive science camps to ence recluired: NS' fun
school age children and help enerSetl
T
C outdo°r lovin 8
to inspire a lifelong interest P erson' *™' o0
• c
6
n contact Amy 425-369-0128in science. Summer Camp _ J
A • . . j T j ~ , amonsen@att.comAssistant and Lead Teacher
positions are available at the
/
more information on these y^fc^^^T^^SV^w^
and other job opportunities Iftfw^^M^V^lmi
please visit out website at [I . .[? 111. . WJI
Research Institute has two v\^~r-^Jfj
part time openings in The
Diabetes Clinical Research TYf£ SpCCtUtOf
Unit. Duties include assist-
ing with material prepara- Want to Advertise in the
tion, mailings, labeling, Spectator, please send all
delivery and pick-up of information and questions to
recruitment materials, adinfo(a)seattleu.edu
answering phones, data I 0
entry and data verification. \ Jβ
Must possess strong atten- N* ■jr _ y
tion to detail, willingness to f jA
learn, computer skills (MS
Office, E-mail) and basic £\
office skills (fax, copier, V% ¥&
etc). Medical or science
background preferred. This
is a part-time position (less Phone: 206.296.6474
than 19 hrs/week). Email: Fax: 206.296.6477
jobs@benaroyaresearch.
org or Benaroya Research You can also find our rates
Institute, HR, 1201 9th and publication dates online
Ave., Seattle, WA 98101 at...
Fax:2o6-341-1315. EEO www.Spectator-online.com
M/F
I
pick up a FREE Kef4 I
SUNDAY NEWSPAPER I mim» ,
I Gourmet Pizza, Pasta Of Panin't
Gounnel Pizza, Pnstn Panini , I
Pick up your complimentary newspaper at the following ■ %3 00 off
campus locations: Bellarmine V/ I I
Camp/on I any large or medium size pizza
Student Center CAC r~Sp^?7^—-
---_ I
Student Center Ca/eter/a / Htf ||pSign FREE DELIVERY
206/325-0877
-*~/ 601 Summit Ave. E. I Capitol Hill
/ ' "T^,*"-""'—„ / toscanapizzeria.com
This program is approved by: o[»ctul ' Jplw / . .
/ 1 ' ~ "
"
: ":r / Limited time offer.
* / t=^r*--^. *" K; Wm
FOOTNOTES
CAMPUS VOICE: What wouldyou want
ASSU to dofor you?by Greg Boudreau
Francis Giesler,
English, Freshman
Johanna Alvarez,
International Studies
and Sociology* Sophomore
Angel Angus-DePaolo,
Marketing, Senior
Todd Williams,
Communication, Senior
Joe Nguyen, Finance and
Humanities, Junior
Jessica Fletcher,
Marketing, Sophomore
"Don't ask what ASSU can do
foryou, but whatyou can dofor
ASSU."
"A coin machine in the
laundry room."
"Open up a more effective book
buy-back program orpolicy. "
"I almost went there
for college!"
"Get as many students as possible
involved with leadership actitivies
throughout campus."
"Bus passes would
be convenient."
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JOIN US!
Wantjpo-se.J£art of
THE ? Ste4TTLEUniversii3|s. Student
ivery Tuistfay at 7:00 pm
in our office in the
Basement of Campion
next to The Cave
